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About This Game

It's been a long journey. In just a few days, the ark doors will open and Noah, his family & the animals will be back on dry land.
But the animals have become a bit restless and are out of their cages. Camels, giraffes, monkeys, kangaroos and more are

wandering throughout the corridors of the ark. As Noah, it's your job to regain order & get the animals to sleep until you leave
the ark. Your only tool to accomplish this is the food you brought aboard the ark. Can it be done? You bet! But how?

30 original levels.

6 feeders and 11 animal varieties.

Fully featured in game map.

Fully textured mapped environments.

Fast moving adventure for all ages!

20th Anniversary Edition

Runs natively on modern operating systems.
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High resolution rendering.

Improved, modern style controls.

Option to play with SNES scale feeders.

Steam Achievements and Cloud save.

Digitial manual with quiz guide.

Includes original DOS port.

DRM Free!
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Title: Super 3-D Noah's Ark
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Publisher:
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When I first started playing it - I was clueless to what all was going on. That being said I was ecstatic about this being a
hardworking bosslady with NO time countdown like the previous games had been... ummm yeah. 6 hours later - I realized after
my advisor came in my office and told me that he was taking me back to the capitol for not reaching my task given, THAT IT
WAS REAL. Needless to say I was very disappointed to know this was in fact cruel on time management. The second time
around I knew not to mess about; starting production and gathering as soon as I could and it made it a little bit easier being
prepared for the future goal tasks when they unveiled.

I woke up this morning and didn't realize how crucial it was to do the key subtasks that upped my population in my city upon
completion so I had skipped doing a few... and then the next task popped up and I was truly dreading having to start all over
again because I had thought I wouldn't be able to make it in time. I trucked through, 4ish more hours waiting my turns out and
by the hair on my teeth it prospered. I was able to move on! woohooooo.

I failed the next task after and had to start over... thankfully it is easier because they add points from friendships and such that
you had built. My third time around - yay. I was owning the task I failed at the time before but again I overlooked the other
subtasks ... my goal was to get the big one right? Wrong! I was so done in the next one and it makes me uneasy at having played
55 hrs to have to do it again. My cities are booming!

I would without a doubt buy this game again. It is so rewarding to overcome the odds!I enjoy having my own city that I made. I
was looking for a game that I wouldn't be able to complete in under 15 hours and am not nearly finished!
Bottom line: Make sure you have the time to actually play this game. I can imagine it wouldn't be enjoyable for anyone who
can't play more than an hour at a time since you play through turns - and it can be long in between tasks.

What an amazing experience. and I had just reached my end of term today (around 88hrs played).. Its like regular DOW but I
dont know the difference, probably something.. 99% really good.. I just wish there was an easy way of making an RPG like
DIablo skills going livid not having to go inside a battle!. I really like it. I was checked out in 150's back in the 70's and this
brings back memories. It's not very fast,so you need to bring a lunch if you're going far. Flies like the real thing. Instruments are
simple and clear and it is great for a new simmer to learn on. I flew at night, and the dome light was already on. The switch is on
the lower panel left of the other lights if you want to turn it on or off. No autopilot, of course, but the elevator trim works well,
which takes a load off. Just bought it, and I will fly it often. Joe Peters. 
https:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/app\/216930\/Luxor_Amun_Rising_HD\/. Sandra and Woo is a great webcomic. Can't say
that about the game though.
It is extremely well related to the comic, it have a nice plot idea, but it feels kinda.. inconsistent.
The plot seems unfinished. The art is good, but it ceirtainly could use more polishing. Voice acting is fine, but Spuknit seems
definitely more russian than Larisa. Humor is there, but it doesn't save the day. And the minigames... well, maybe they're just
not my type.

Ok for comic fans, but no-go for someone unfamiliar with the comic.. I cannot for the life of me get this game to run. I've
attempted to install in 2019. I've been attempting to troubleshoot the following issue for the last week to no avail (easily 12
hours worth of attempting technical wizardry with nothing to show for it).

"UNABLE TO EXECUTE THE DESIRED PROGRAM. PLEASE GET ANOTHER COPY OF THE INSTALLER AND TRY
AGAIN"

I've attempted to install the game on both my C Drive and external hard drives. I've tried the fixes shown here:
https:\/\/help.elderscrollsonline.com\/app\/answers\/detail\/a_id\/34087\/~\/why-am-i-getting-the-error-unable-to-execute-the-
desired-program.-please-get

I've tried finding an alternate copy of the downloader online to no avail (steam version is different).

I've tried to get the steam repair utility to run; however, it has been greyed out every time and will not run.

I had played this game for a couple hundred hours and launch and wanted to give it a second chance in 2019... unfortunately I
can't even try the game out.
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I've called ZOS and they told me this is an issue on Steam's end. They wouldn't even placate me by putting me through to one of
their tech support guys.

I've called Steam and have been told this is an issue on ZOS's end. I was told there is nothing they can do, and of course I can't
be refunded my money because its been years since I bought the game.

Wonderful customer service guys... just top notch.

0\/10. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=H6V1jsrvfrI

Suppose it'll eventually amount to something, but so far I don't see it.. Truck drifting simulator. Coming into a corner (Drifting)
and coming out of the corner (Drifting). 1000\/10. This is a fun game. Works perfectly with Windows Mixed Reality. Visuals
are great with 2x supersampling and still 90 fps. The golf is a mix of simulator and arcade, which is a good combination. I have
also played Golf Club VR, and this is a better all around game imo, especially for WMR. I wish it had more courses and
multiplayer and the ability to teleport around the course, but the devs have said they are working on some or all of those things.
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BAD optimization... stupid game
. I quite like this addon, it's a complete overhaul from the awful IHH original. Its just so much fun. The economy is great and
somewhat unique. The battles are tactical and reminiscent of total war series. The econmy feeds into it well also giving good
reasons to fight outside cities in the wide open maps. The campaign is great. The faction mechanics are really fun and stand out
of the croud. I'm not sure why this game didn't get better reviews (not that it was badly reviewed).

I won't say its perfect. Minimap and camera could be a bit better. Keeping track of units can also be a bit annoying as its missing
some selecting mechanics that would be in a newer modern game.

Overall though its just so much fun and so compelling.

 I would give it a:
 9\/10. Came for\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 not enough\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in first 40
minutes tho.
. Good Expansion, adds hours of battles and new awsoeme units, but i hate the fact that the portuguese are not considered a
major nation, taking in consideration that the first reason why Napoleon invaded the Penisula, wich was to attack the Portuguese
and as always Portugal\u00b4s role on recent total war games(Empire and Napoleon) is heavily diminuished and forgotten,
something i find extremly outrageous and offensive to my nation. \udb40\udc21
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